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 Chairman John Knutelsky called the meeting of the Cumberland-Franklin Joint Municipal 

Authority to order at 6:01 p.m. in the office of CFJMA, 204 W. King Street, and asked for a 

moment of silence and the pledge to the flag. 

 Those present were: 

Dwain Koser   Angelique Brown   John Knutelsky  

 Randall L. Kendig  Mike Wadel   Jerome Kater   

 Steve Wolfe   Steve Oldt   Ben Richardson 

Kristina Deutsch  Attorney Zachary Rice Lance Hoover (HTE LLC) 

 

 Mr. Kendig motioned the approval of the September 9, 2021 minutes, and Mr. Oldt seconded 

the motion and it carried. 

 There were no public comments. 

 There was no Correspondence.  

 Mr. Wadel motioned approval of the October 14, 2021 Treasurer’s Report.  Mr. Oldt supplied the 

second and the motion carried. 

 Under the Solicitor’s Report, Attorney Rice had one item to discuss: The Sub Recipient 

Agreement between CFJMA and Shippensburg Township.  Shippensburg Township is the 

recipient of funding under The American Rescue Plan Act of 2021. This bill provides additional 

relief, to address the continued impact of Covd-19 on the economy, to state and local 

governments.  The Sub Recipient Agreement affirms that Shippensburg Township has 

committed to provide “x” amount of their funding to CFJMA.  

The funding is intended for specific delineated purposes which will be specified in the 

agreement.  Since Shippensburg Township is the direct recipient and is responsible for the 

appropriation of funds, CFJMA will need to maintain the appropriate records and documents for 

auditing purposes.  Attorney Rice said that he is still working on the agreement and when it is 

finished, both boards will need to review and take the appropriate action on the agreement. 

 Under the Manager’s Report, Dwain presented the following: 

1.  He personally thanked John and Jerome for the employee recognition and presentation at 

the Employee Appreciation Dinner. On behalf of the employees, he extended gratitude to 

the board for their generosity, for the gift cards and for generating a positive working 

environment.  

2.  The next item on his report was the ARPA (American Rescue Plan Act). In regards to the 

township, the survey (for project Sewer Line Rehabilitation along Walnut Bottom Road) by 

Dennis E. Black Engineering is about 90% complete. Primarily, we still need easements 

from Rutter’s and Walmart, followed by Penn Dot permitting. By the next meeting we should 

have a design proposal with costs, concepts and options. Lance is in the process of setting 



up meetings to acquire flow meters. Flow meters are needed for the future development in 

that corridor. The flow meters will be used as trigger points and they will warn us if the flows 

get to high. If that does occur, then we will be able to act accordingly.  

3.   The next item to bring to the board’s attention was regarding the Small Sewer and Water 

Grant. This project is at 80% completion.  The grant was used at the pumping stations to 

upgrade the electrical control panels. Lance is working on replacing the lining at Pumping 

Station 2 because the Wet Well is getting destroyed.  The Letterkenny system creates a lot 

of gases that push down through Orrstown into that station. He is also getting pricing for the 

lining that will be used in the manholes. He commented that OBIC is the manufacturer of the 

material they would like to use and Advance Rehab Technology is licensed and specialized 

in installing this product. Lance also emphasized that it is really important to use this product 

because of the corrosive gases and this product will prolong the life of the sewer system. 

Dwain confirmed that he has seen significant damage to this area within the past 3 years, 

and that is not normal. 

4.   Health Care costs are rising and our Health Care Benefits through Benefit Connections will 

be increasing next year by 3.9%.  We have already received a reimbursement amount and 

are looking to receive another by the end of this year.   

 5.  In regards to our past due balances, we have approximately 127 delinquent customers. The 

breakdown is as follows: 65 Shippensburg Water Customers, 49 Well Water and/or 

Southern Cumberland Water Customers and 13 Letterkenny Customers. In order to recoup 

our unpaid balances, we would like to start posting properties for water shut off. Dwain 

spoke to Kevin Plasterer, Borough Manager, and Kevin said this will be discussed at their 

next Water Authority Meeting.   

 Under Old Business, Attorney Rice presented the finalized copy of the Developer’s Agreement. 

Attorney Rice presented the finalized Developer’s Agreement, with the changes that were 

requested at the previous meeting. He advised the board, “to make a motion to authorize the 

Chairman, in addition to approving this as a template agreement, authorize the chairman to 

execute it, whenever staff presents.” Steve Oldt motioned, and Mike Wadel provided the second 

and motion carried unanimously.  

 Under New Business there was discussion and acknowledgement of future engineer services   

for the STP Upgrade. Mr. Knutelsky turned to the meeting over to Lance for his report. Lance 

said there has been a lot of activity. Lance informed the board that GHD is still the engineer on 

record for the aeration system, and the media installation start up. There are two more projects 

that need to be resolved. 1st is the screening project, and the 2nd is the bio solids improvement 

project.  Concerning these two projects, we wanted a second opinion, which resulted in three 

other engineering firms being consulted and their submitted proposals were reviewed.  We 

wanted to confirm that we were getting the best price for the correct job. There was one group 

that was brought to the forefront and they were interviewed. We had additional meetings with a 

lot of questions and discussion and ultimately for these two projects, it appears the Committee 



is going to select this particular engineering group to complete the secondary screening 

improvement and the bio solids improvement.   

Regarding the screening project, the engineering firm suggested we should utilize the 

equipment that was already purchased. Instead of scrapping parts, we should get use out of the 

money that was already spent. The treatment plant currently has a two-part screening system.  

The recommendation is to add a third screen; it would be cost effective and add another level of 

defense. Mr. Kendig asked Lance if this was standard of other treatment plant facilities. Lance 

replied that it is common procedure for a membrane style treatment plant. It is not common for 

an IFAS treatment plant. We have an IFAS plant and even though it is not common practice, it is 

the best solution to the current situation to use advance screening.  

In regards to the second project, the bio solids improvement, we are looking at the 

replacement of the Bell Press and the Digester. This project has been on hold for many years 

but still needs resolved. The reality is the Digester is original to the plant and the Bell Press is so 

old that the original manufacturer is out of business. In the event that it would break down it will 

be a tremendous expense. The Borough will make formal approval of the new engineering firm 

at Tuesday’s meeting. Mr. Rice advised,” that a motion be made that we support what the 

Borough’s decision is going to be, and to authorize staff to carry out that message to the 

borough, it will be the Borough that actually takes action.” The motion should be, ““authorize 

joint committee members to convey to the borough the authority’s support of its choice of 

engineering for the secondary screening improvement project”. Mr. Wolfe motioned Mr. Rice’s 

verbiage and Mr. Kater made the second. Motion carried unanimously. 

 Motion to adjourn the meeting at 7:06 pm was made by Mr. Richardson and seconded by Mr. 

Kater. Motion carried.  

 

 

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

 

 

 

Randall L. Kendig, Secretary 


